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Beyond the dazzling museums, chic boutiques, and trendy restaurants that 
have given the Portuguese capital international buzz, the city offers glimpses 
into Jewish architecture influenced by important men in Jewish history, 
including brothers Abravanel and Abraham Zuccato.  
Key Sites The Belem Quarter, Sao Jorge Castle, Jeronimos Monastery, Barrio 
Alto, Praca do Comercio, Rossio Square
Key Jewish Sites Alfama Jewish Quarter and the Jewish Museum; Carmo 
Ruins; the Barxa-Pombalina downtown, where the ancient Jewish quarters 
were once located; Sao Domingo’s Square, marked with a memorial to the 
massacre of 1506; the Carmo Archaeological Museum, which houses Pedra 
de Monchique, one of the country’s oldest Hebrew-Portuguese engravings.

The fortified village was a starting point for Jews fleeing 
persecution in Spain during the 14th and 15th centuries, 
noted for its well-preserved houses from the era.
Key Site Marvão Castle 
Key Jewish Sites The doors of several homes lining the 
streets of its medieval quarter tell stories of transition 
and survival. As Jewish residents were required to identify 
themselves, some doorways in the old Jewish quarter were 
adorned with Mezuzot attached to the doorposts or perhaps a 
Cross carved on the door indicating the residents converted.

This “best-kept secret” within Portugal’s Jewish history dates back to the 
12th century. It was discovered during the early years of the 20th century 
that Jewish families survived the Inquisition by practicing their faith in 
secret and publically living their lives as conversos.
Key Sites Belmonte Castle; Centum Cellas Tower; Museu dos 
Descobrimentos, covering key maritime Portuguese discoveries, in 
particular, the discovery of Brazil in the 15th century by Pedro Álvares 
Cabral.
Key Jewish Sites In addition to the numerous historical locations tied to 
its Jewish past (i.e. The Jewish Museum of Belmonte), you can see today’s 
Jewish community in action at Bet Eliahu synagogue (opened in 1996); 
Cabralinha, Portugal’s first certified Kosher brewery; and the Belmonte 
Sinai Hotel, the area’s first hotel catering to Jewish visitors.

This castle-laden municipality was the summer home 
for generations of Portuguese royalty as well as a 
hotbed of creativity for architects from the early 
Middle Ages to the 19th century.   
Key Sites Moorish Castle, Monserrate Park and 
Palace, Park and National Palace of Pena, Chalet and 
Garden of Condessa d’Edla.
Key Jewish Sites Cabo da Roca, the westernmost 
extent of Portugal and continental Europe, is the 
home of the town’s historic Jewish Quarter (Beco 
da Judiaria), containing its own unique architectural 
treasures and hidden gems.

While the city’s biggest draws are arguably the 
wine bars and winery tours centered around its 
internationally beloved namesake wines, it also 
boasts ocean views and beaches, museums, and 
a small, manageable size.
Key Sites Cais de Ribeira, Palacio da Bolsa, 
Clerigos Tower, Crystal Palace Gardens, 
Museu Nacional de Soares dos Reis,Serralves 
Foundation’s contemporary art museum.
Key Jewish Sites The Jewish Quarter at 
Olival, established by King John I of Portugal in 
1386, which thrived for 111 years; The secret 
synagogue of “Rua de São Miguel,” where “New 
Christians” practiced their Jewish faith around 
the 17th century;

Visit Portugal 
Web site (www.visitportugal.com) offers a 
section dedicated to travelers interested in 
exploring the country’s Jewish history as do 
many of the individual cities on their sites.

Portuguese Network of Jewish Quarters   
(www.redejudiariasportugal.com), established in 
March 2011, endeavors to make the public aware of 
Portugal’s Jewish ghettos through the restoration of 
historic sites and tourism promotion as well as shed light 
on the role the country’s Jews played in the evolution of 
world economy, medicine, science, and other fields.

GIL Travel  
(www.giltravel.com), which provided 
some of the photos for this story along 
with Portugal’s tourism offices, offers 
a comprehensive tour of Portugal’s 
Jewish highlights and history.




